Developers at Pixel Film Studios Create and Captivate with ProDivide Brush for Final Cut Pro X.

Pixel Film Studios, leading developer of visual effect tools for the post-production and broadcast markets, announces the availability of ProDivide Brush enabling film editors to incorporate stylized brush dividers to Final Cut Pro X projects.

Aliso Viejo, CA (PRWEB) February 15, 2019 -- ProDivide Brush presents an inventive way to display information and titles by splitting media to reveal text. Each preset is professionally designed with customizable text, backgrounds, and elements. Modify the split, type in any text and change colors effortlessly. Simplify life with ProDivide Brush from Pixel Film Studios.

ProDivide Brush features 30 divider titles designed for Final Cut Pro X. This makes sure users have lots of variety when displaying info titles. Plus, each ProDivide Brush preset is totally customizable and adaptable to any project.

ProDivide provides users with a great way to introduce a subject using info titles. Just use the Main Title and Subtitle text to write in custom text. Introduce people, places, and ideas with ease in Final Cut Pro.

ProDivide Brush features a unique way of displaying titles and information. ProDivide works by creating a split in media revealing underlying text. The split can be offset horizontally, scaled in or out, and angled to add more excitement.

Established in 2006, Aliso Viejo, California-based Pixel Film Studios is an innovative developer of visual effects tools for the post-production and broadcast community. Their products are integrated with popular non-linear editing and compositing products from Apple FCPX. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac OS X, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.